Spatiotemporal Image Correlation and Volumetric Impedance Indices in the Neonatal Brain: Proof of Concept and Preliminary Reproducibility.
Changes in tissue perfusion can be critically important in the vulnerable neonate, but they are very difficult to assess at the bedside. Spatiotemporal image correlation (STIC) sonography is an exciting concept that allows assessment of blood flow by rearranging and merging multiple 2-dimensional color images to create serial 3-dimensional images showing regional blood flow throughout the cardiac cycle. Variations in tissue blood flow may reflect tissue impedance and perfusion. The aim of this study was to demonstrate that it is possible to use STIC images to evaluate tissue impedance in the neonatal brain. Spatiotemporal image correlation data sets were acquired by cranial sonography in 19 neonates. Offline data analysis was performed by using virtual organ computer-aided analysis. With the use of STIC images from different phases of the cardiac cycle, impedance indices were calculated, based on maximum (systolic), minimum (diastolic), and mean virtual organ computer-aided analysis values, in the same way that resistive indices are calculated in 2-dimensional sonography. Volumetric indices for tissue impedance were obtained for all neonates. Intraclass correlation coefficients (95% confidence intervals) for volumetric impedance indices were as follows: systolic/diastolic ratio, 0.793 (0.615-0.906); pulsatility index, 0.790 (0.609-0.905); and resistive index, 0.783 (0.598-0.901). Interclass correlation coefficients for image processing and analysis were as follows: systolic/diastolic ratio, 0.868 (0.692-0.947); pulsatility index, 0.904 (0.772-0.962); and resistive index, 0.914 (0.794-0.966). This study shows that STIC data sets can be used to calculate volumetric impedance indices in the neonatal brain. Preliminary assessment shows that this technique appears reliable and allows evaluation of regional tissue impedance in the neonate.